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1. Introduction 

The purpose of tires* lectures b to explore the experimental methods of 
detecting heavy quarks. We will mainly consider searches for the top quark 
(coarga = 2/3) and at times will mention how results for heavy bottom quarks 
{change - -1/3) would differ. 

Before we get too involved we should ask ourscivo why w* want to End too. 
The first reason is to see if it Is there. To date there arc five known quarts: 
v, d, e, «, b. They are conventionally arranged in doublets as shown bcltv-

0 0 0 
Drawn Ilka this, it appears there shot Id be a sixth quark (top) to nil in the empty 
spate. 

Finding top and measuring Its mass may . elp us find the pattern of lermion 
masses, So far we know that m, =- 0.000511, m? = 0.10R, m, - 1.784, ma =* o.l, 
mj « 0.1, m, « 0.5, m, w 1.5, rr»4 « S.O GeV. With all there numbers we haven't 
been able to see the pattern and predict the top mass. Perhaps with knowledge 
of the top mass we will bo able to see the pattern. After all, on the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test a iIndent la given a series of four numbers ai.d expected to predict 
the fifth. We already have five numbers in the series. 

We will start our study of heavy quark detection by reviewing how the c and 
0 quarks were found. Then we'll explain how things such as hranching ratios and 
particle multiplicities change when going to heavier iiavora. These changes require 
that new techniques be used In the search for top. We'll then mention what we 
already know about top from previous experiments and give same predictions of 
production cross sections. 

Then we will delve into methods to took for top at the pp colliders at CERN 
and Ftemilab. Rather than emphasizing exact number* and giving optimum 
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methods of seeing il (Le., & cookbook for an experimenter), well concentrate 
on giving a. qualitative feeling of how thing? diner fram £ and b and what the 
problems are. From this yoa should understand why dilfreent technique*' are 
used in looking Tor ton, why the experimenters make the cuts they do and what 
backgrounds may cnove problems. 

The lectures will finish with a discussion of ton search methods at SLC and 
LEP-

2. History: How c and 6 Were Pound and Studied 

The history contained in this lecture is far from complete. Hundreds of 
experiments have been done on the thann and bottom systems, Presented here 
are & biased sample. Wc have chosen experiments that Illustrate techniques which 
mighi hp. used in top searches. In some cases we've shown the first experiment 
of a certain type, in others, a later experiment with higher statistics. 

The story of charm starts in November 1974 with the "November revolution." 
Shown in yignres i ami 1 are the results which launched the revolution. In a 
30 GeV fixed target double arm spectrometer experiment the reaction p+ Bt -» 
e" e X was observed.,l1 Shown in Fig. 1 Is the «+e~ mass spectrum. There 
is a prominent peak at 3A GeV. Its «>Hth of 20 MeV Is conslirant with the 
spectrometer's mass resolution. There is a very good slgnal-lo-noise ratio and 
after several checks there was no doubt about the signal. The authors suggested 
the particle be called J. 

Received by PRL the day after the preceding paper Was one containing Fig. 2 
showing the discovery «r the i' particle at 3,1 GeV by the SLAC-LDL group at 
SPEAR,"1 While the previous plot showed the e+e~ Invariant mess spectrum 
at a fixed beam energy, this one shows the cross section for e*e~ -t nodreru U 
a function of beam energy. The shape of the peak Is consistent with the energy 
spread of the beam (0.56 MeV) folded with radiative processes; thte Is shown as 
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a dashed line in the figure. Hence they set a limit that FWHM of the resonance 
was less than 1.3 MeV. Note how big the signal is. The graph is on log paper. 
There is a cross section enhancement of over a factor of 100. Needless to say, 
these two experiments found the same particle which is now called the J ftp. It 
is made up of a charm and an anticharm quark (ec). 

Knowing what to look for, the SLAC-LBL group found the $' (3G85) 12 days 
later.19' They scanned the beam energy of the e+e~ storage Ting in I MeV steps 
where the machine energy resolution was 1.2 MeV. They ran for three minutes 
at each point to measure the CTDSA section. Shown in Fig. 3 are the data from 
the scan where the $' was found. In a more detailed rescan they measured the 
width of the $ to be less than 2.7 MeV. 

While the J/ip and rj/' were thought to contain charm quarks they still had a 
net charm quantum number of zero because they were e£ pairs. To substantiate 
the charm model it was Important to find particles with bare charm, such as cu or 
cd, which have a non-zero charm quantum number. Evident for such a particle, 
the D° was found at SPEAR 1-1/2 years after the original 0 discovery.1'1 The 
reaction was 

e f e~ ^D"X 

*-* Kir or KMM 

Shown in Fig. 4e is the signal for D* -• Kjr. To obtain this they had to identify 
the TT'S and K'B by using time-of-flight information (TOP), This reduced the 
background of combinations enough lor the signal to show. They measured a 
mass of I86.r, ± 1$ MeV. To support the bare charm hypothesis they noted that 
recoiling opposite the D9 was a system with an invariant mass greater than Lite 
D° mass. This made associated production of two charmed particles a likely 
explanation. Note that while there is a clear signal in Fig. 4, the signaknoise is 
only 1:1, much worse than for the J/0. 

Continuing on in time we come to 1070, 4-1/2 years after the J/&. At this 
tiraii the Lamp Shadr Magnet experiment observed the kt in pp collisions at the 
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ISR. Shown in Fig. 5 is their invariant mass plot of the K~pn+ system.m To see 
thiR signal they required both the K and p to be identified in Cerenkov counters. 
The mass resolution 13 quite good. The signal events all fall in one 20 MeV bin. 
It is clearly more difficult to see bare charm in pp than in e*e~ collisions as 
indicated by the extra time it took to Find it and the retattvely poor signal/noue 
ratio. 

We now come to OUT last example of charm detection. It was published in 
1980 and ia similar in many ways to the most promising top search method. Using 
the Bis European Bubble Chamber with a Track Sensitive Target (BEBC-f TST) 
in d. 70 GeV x~ beam Barloutaud et ftl.,1" looked for direct production of single 
electrons. These would be indicative of semileptonic decays of charmed parti
cles. The main background came from asymmetric decays of jr̂ 'a, Dalits pairs 
(where only one of the two electrons was detected) and K* -» w 0e ±i'. The later 
background was the most serious and was reduced by coservation of the kink 
where the Jf* decayed. The pf spectrum of the remaining electrons is displayed 
in Fig. 6. The statistics were low but the group claimed there was only one 
background event. As we will see in ths next lecture, the most promising top 
search method looks for its semileptontc decay and the main background comes 
from semileptonic decays of bottom quarks just as the main background here 
came from semileptonic strange quark decays. 

We will now go back in time to 1977 and cover the history of the bottom 
sysLem. In doing so we will note how it diners from charm. This comparison will 
later help us understand why the top system is different. 

Bottom W33 first observed, in the form of the T resonance in a 400 GeV 
fixed target experiment1*1 in 1977. The reaction was p + Cu or Pt -»t^l>-~X 
where the M+/J mass was reconstructed in a double arm spectrometer. The 
mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. The mass resolution is 200 MeV compared to 
20 MeV Tor the charm case in Fig. 1. This worse resolution was mainly caused 
by the detection of rouons instead of electrons. However it was necessary to use 
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unions in order to run the experiment at a high rale to get sufficient statistics 

(this experiment had a hadron absorber immediately after the target). Mainly 

because of the poorer mass resolution the signahnoise is only 1 1. Note that the 

background cune from Dretl-Yan production of muoii pairs. 

Later the ; me experiment with three! times the statistics published more 

details of the T resonance.1'1 The structure is shown in Fig. 8 and is consistent 

with 2 or 3 resonances with widths less than the experimental resolution. They 

had a total of 1200 signal everus. 

At the time of the T discovery there was no e+e~ machine with sufficient 

energy to produce it. Because of the discovery the energy of DORIS was increased 

to allow its production. With the fairly accurate mass determinations from the 

Fcrmilab experiment it was then a simple matter to do a fine energy scan across 

the resonance while measuring the total (.ross section. The results are shown in 

Fig. 9. 1 " The mas£ resolutions f >r the peaks are 1 and 12 MeV and arc due to 

the energy spread of the e+e~ beams. 

The current status of the T system is illustrated in Fig. Id. I '" 1 The data 

were taken by the CUSB collaboration at Cornell. There are fo'ir known peaks. 

The last one is wider than the machine resolution which was the first indication 

that it might decay to open bottom. Note that progress in the bottom system 

was helped enormously by the previous experience with charm. 

The next step was to see evidence for bare bottom; that is, particles w>th a 

non-zero bottom quantum number with quark components such an 6fl or bd- The 

hallmark of such a paiticle is that it cannot decay strongly or clectromagneti-

cally. It must decay weakly. Direct single electrons are a sign of this. In 1980 

the CLEO collaboration | u l presented the results shown in Fig. 11 indicating 

that extra electrons were produced on the T(4S), the resonance which had a 

measurable width. This was indirect evidence for bare bottom production. A 

possible background was production and Bemileptonic decay of charm mesons. 

They eliminated this possibility by noting that the observed leptons had harder 
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momenta than those expected fiom charm decay (since charm is lighter than 

bottom, its decay products «irc softer). So once again a background for the heav

iest flavor came from the next-to-heavicst flavor. They also presented evidence 

that extra K^'s were produced on the 7[4S). These presumably came from the 

quark decay chain b > c -> s. 

Complete reconstruction of specific decay modes of B mesons took much 

longer. It was not until 1983, four years after the T was seen in e + e _ that CLEO 

published such results. The high mass of the 6 quark allows it to have many 

decay modes each with a small branching ratio. Thus GLEO had to sum many 

different decay modes to get a significant signal. To reduce combinatorics, they 

used luw multiplicity modes and required /C**9 to be positively identified by the 

detector. To improve the mass resolution they did beam constrained fits requiring 

the B meson energy to equal the beam energy. This resulted in a resolution of 8 

MeV/c 2 . The resulting mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 12. A signal is apparent 

at 5270 MeV but the statistics are limited and the background is non-negligible. 

Comparing this to Fig. 4 where the Z?° was observed we see that life gets harder 

as the quark mass increases. 

3. What Do We Already Know About Top 

Before discussing methods of detecting top it is useful to see what we already 

know about it. That way we have an idea or what wc are trying to detect. 

3.1 LOWER LIMITS ON THE T O P M A S S 

Since no new heavy quark state has been seen at Petra there are lower limits 

on new heavy quark massis. There arc two methods used to set these limits. 

First, to look for a toponium peak, they h»ve done a fine energy scan covering 

the top energy range of Petra. This scan was .similar to that used to find the 0*. 

The step size was 30 MeV while the Btorage ring's energy Bpread was 40 MeV. 

All the Petra experiments simultaneously measured the hadronic cross section. 
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The results from TASSO1 are shown in Pig. 13. They set a limit that there 
Could be no narrow peak with a size greater than 2/3 that expected for a charge 
2/3 Q0 state. The statistics were too low to eliminate the possibility of a charge 
1/3 QQ state. Since they scanned up to 45.2 GeV, topontum must have a mass 
greater than that and rrtt is greater than 22.S GeV. 

The Second method was used to look for bare heavy quarks. Shown in Fig. 14 
is the aplanarity distribution of hadronic events seen by TASSO. Aplanarity (A) 
is a measure of the shape of an event. Events where all the particles lie in a 
plane have A = 0; spherical events have A =s 1. Events where two light quarks are 
produced have two back-to-back jets so most of the final particles lie near a single 
line; these events have A ~ 0. If one of the initial quarks radiates a gluon the final 
particles still lie near a plane so A is still near zero. The decay products of heavy 
quarks can go at large angles to the Initial quark direction; these events are more 
spherical and have larger aplanarhies. Hence use of the aplanarity helps separate 
events with heavy quark decays and improves the sensitivity. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 14 where the solid line shows the aplanarity distribution expected without 
a new heavy quark and the dashed tine is the expectation with a 20 GeV top 
quark added. (Threshold effects were ignored in this Figure.) The data clearly 
supports the former one. Quantifying this, TASSO obtained limits that there 
ware n.0 new charge 2/3 (1/3) quarks with mass less than 22 (21) GeV. 

3.2 TOPLESS MODELS 

Since no direct evidence has been seen for top, we will now consider models 
which do not have it, that is, topless models. The simplest topless model just 
putB bottom in a left handed singlet ant] it decays via the Z* or W±. 

it (:). -
Just as a model with an » quark but no c quark would have strangeness-changing 
neutral currents, such a topless model would have flavor-changing neutral cur-
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3.3 L I M I T S ON THE T O P QUARK MASS 

An tipper limit on nif can be set by ncting the equality of the charged and 

neutral currcn' weak coupling. 

__ Cntutral current _ m W 
Gthaiged u m i l tri^COS26w 

This ratio is exactly 1 in a tree level calculation. Higher order corrections change 

the predicted value of p. In particular, the quark loop diagrams in Fig. 15 change 

p in a manner depending on m,. I'Yom these calculations and the me-aaured value 

of p = 1.002 ± 0.015 the limit m, < 200 GeV was determined. 

It is also possible to set lower limits on the top mass. The method in discussed 

by Mark Wise i - these proceedings so we will not go into detail here. The basic 

idea is that constraints on the generalized Cabibb-i angles in the K - M matrix 

are determined from many experimental measurements The most important of 

these ib the long 6 lifetime which indicates that 0% and $3 are small. One then 

calculates the amount of CP violation in the K^ — K$ system.'"' This depends 

on the Cabbibo angles and tae quark masses. Comparing this calculation to 

the measured value allows a lower limit to be set on rrn. This limit depends 

critically on the B lifetime. Using a value of TQ one standard deviation below 

the world average gives mt ~> 42 GeV. Going down two sigma gives m< > 25 

GeV which is not much stricter than the Petra limit of mt > 22 GeV. Since B 

lifetime measurements are in their infancy and have large systematic errors and 

there is some uncertainty in the theoretical calculation, these lower limits on the 

top mass are. not very conclusive. 
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4. T o p P r o d u c t i o n Cross Sec t ions a t pp Co l l ide r s 

The first step in detecting top is to produce it. To do this one needs a high 

enough center-of-mass energy (s/s). As we have seen, PETRA's energy is in

sufficient to produce top. The Fermilab Tevatron running at 1000 GeV has 

x/s = -13 GeV. As the tt threshold is above 44 GeV (from PETRA) thin is iti-

sullkient. So, the first place we can hope to find top is at the pp colliders at 

CERN (the SppS has v ^ ~ 540 GeV) and Fermilab {yfi = 2000 GeV). C E R N ' B 

machine turned <.m two years ago; Fennilab's will not turn on for another two 

years. The first c+<T machine with a , / i which may be high enough will b« SLC 

which will turn on in early 1987. 

£ince the first place we can hope to detect top is in pp collisions, we will 

co.er that first. This chapter will give the production rates and the following 

chapter some detection techniques. The production cross sections will be derived 

in a phenomenological manner - extrapolating from present energies. A more 

theoretical -version is given in Kane's lectures in these proceedings. 

First we will cover the production of toponium, the vector meson made of 

a tt pair. Shown in Fig. 16a are the scaled production cross sections of the 

lighter vector mesons as a function of rn / , / s (the vector meson mass divided by 

the center-of-mass energy), 1 0 f The data points lie near the solid curve which 

represents the scaling law: 

Here, Taj is the total hadronic decay width (dc-ay to 3 gluons) of the vector 

meson; it varies only slowly with energy. Note how the scaling works. If one 

increases both the quark mass and the center-of-mass energy by a factor of two, 

the cross section decreases by a factor of 8. At fixed energy the cross bection 

falls even [aster because mjyfs increases. The data and solid curve arc for pp 

interactions. The dashed curve gives an estimate of the pp cross sections. The pp 
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cross sections are higher because more antiquarks arc available in a p than in a 
proton and as shown in Fig. 17 one of the production mechanisms for toponium 
involves the fusion of a quark and an antiquark. 

The clearest signal for toponiuin would be its decay to lrpton pairs just as it 
was in the b and c systems. The main background to this comes from Drell-Yan 
lepton pair production. Illustrated in Fig. 16b is the scaling law for this: 

"rp-t+t-x ~ —5— &{mul>/s)-
mtu-

Note the similarity between this and the scaling law for vector meson production. 
It turns out that F and F' are the same [they are determined by the momentum 
distribution of the partons in the proton), so the only difference is a factor of 
Tsj which decreases slowly as energy increases. Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio 
depends primarily on the branching ratio of the onium state to two leptons, and 
on the mass resolution of the detector. 

The branching ratio to two leptons is simply the decay width to two leptons, 
Tu, divided by the total decay width. The scaling of F« with quark mass is shown 
in F:,', 18.1"1 Roughly, Tu ~ «J • 10 keV where eq is the quark charge. Hence 
for a fixed quark charge, the onium branching ratio to two leptons gradually 
decreases as mass increases because f a stays constant and new decay modes 
open up making the total decay width increase. The net effect of all of this is 
that the nignal-to-noise ratio gets poorer as the vector meson (g$) mass increases. 
In fact, we have already seen that the S/N for the T was much worse than for 
the ij>. This resulted mainly from the smaller quark charge in the T and the 
poorer mass resolution of that experiment. 

Shown in Fig. Id are lepton pair production cross sections calculated on 
the basis of these scaling laws.""1 They are displayed for three energies corre
sponding to the ISR, the CERN SppS and the Fernulab collider. The curves 
were normalized to 0 production at the ISR (shown as a triangular point). The 
measured T crass section lies close to the curve. Displayed as a solid tine is the 
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cross section times branching ratio Tor vector meson production and decay into 
lepton pairs. The height of the curve indicates the total area a mess peak would 
have. The actual height of the peak depends on the detector's mass resolution. 
The dashed lir - shows the Drell-Yan cross section and the dot-dashed line shows 
the background from semileptonic decays of c and 0 quarks. Both of these back
ground curves have been multiplied by the mass to give them the same units 
as the solid line. To get the aignal-to-noise ratio from these plots, just take the 
height of the signal curve divided by the height of the background curve divided 
by the experimental mass resolution (e.g., 0.01 if the experiment has a 1% mass 
resolution). The S/N decreases wi,h increasing mass and energy for the reasons 
explained above. 

Whiln the SjN is worse, it may still be possible to see a toponium signal if 
enough events are collected. Typical integrated luminosities collected by experi
ments are 10 9,10 4 and 101 nb"1 by fixed target, ISR, and Pp collider experiments, 
respectively. The scale on the right of Fig. 19 indicates the number of events 
produced per 100 n b - 1 of integrated luminosity, that being typical of a pp collider 
run. Less than one event is expected, even for a 45 GeV/c* toponium mass (the 
minimum allowed by PETRA). The plots show pp cross sections; the pp cross 
sections will be somewhat higher, but not enough higher to allow a signal to be 
observed. What has been (for e and 6) the easiest way to detect a new flavor will 
not work for top. 

Since topomum will not be visible at the pp colliders we now go on to pro
duction of open top. There are several ways open top can be produced. We will 
proceed from the straight-forward to the uncertain calculation. 

If the top quark is lighter than the W boson, bare top can be produced In 
the decay W+ -»(6 as illustrated in Fig. 20. The rate for this is given by"" 

Z£3-.WI«.-«(,-l.-j*) 
where x = n$}m$y and Utt is an element of the K-M matrix which is approx-
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imately \. As a [pp -+ W —t ef) has been measure'! and agrees well -with 
calculation, the cross section estimate shown as the solid line in Fig. 21 is fairly 
reliable. 

Open top can be produced by the same quark or gluon fusion diagrams that 
allowed toponium production (Fig. 17). Although the diagrams are the same, 
the cross section is higher because the t and i don't have to sttck together as 
they do hi toponiurn. Shown as a dashed line in Fig. 21 arc the results of a 
calculation'"1 of this cross section. It has an uncertainty of a factor of 2 or 3. 
Note that for mt & 35 £eV this c:oss section is higher than that from W decay 
but the events lack the nice feature of containing the decay products of a W. 

While the above mechanisms produce top primarily in the centra! region, 
there are other mechanisms which would produce it primarily in the forward re
gion. Models which do this are the simple diffractive model, flavor excitation'"1 

and intrinsic charm. These models were developed mainly to explain observed 
forward production of charm. Unfortunately the interpretations of the experi
ments are complicated by model dependencies of cross sections and extrapolations 
from a limited acceptance to the full solid angle. The models based on these ex
periments necessarily 1 Ave large (factor of 10 or larger) errors. The prediction 
of the diffractive modi i is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 21. Because of the 
uncertainty of the for*, ard production cross sections, we will not use them in the 
remainder of these lectures. 

So far we have been looking at total production crews sections. We have seen 
that higher quark masses have smaller cross sections. The problem this causes is 
made clear in Fig. 22 which shows the differencial cross section for heavy quark 
production (from qq and gluon-gfuon fusion). " There are many more 6 and r. 
quarks produced than t quarks. There are still more gluon jets. Sorting a top 
signal out from this background will not be easy. 
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5. Top Detection Techniques at the pp Collider 

The methods of separating top decays From the background all depend on 
distinctive features of top decays. These features are all due to the large top 
mass. Top meroiia usually decay hadronically. Thia decay will result in a jet 
much broader (because of the high t mass) than the typical light quark $r gluon 
jet. With about a 10% branching ratio top will decay semileptonically as shown 
in Fig. 23. Another 10% of the time it will decay with a j i + in the final state. 
Because of the large t mass, these IcptonB will be well separated from the jet 
caused by the 6 decay and can be used as a signature for top decay. For moat 
purposes e's and fi's are interchangeable so in this chapter we will use t, n and 
t (for lepton) interchangeably. 

5.1 SEARCH FOR EXCLUSIVE DECAY MODES 

First we will consider the reconstruction of exclusive top decay modes, that 
is, the detection of all the decay products of a top meson and calculation of 
the invariant mass. As was shown in Fig. 21 only about 200 t'a are produced 
for the typical integrated luminosity of 100 n b _ 1 . Unfortunately the top decay 
chain i3 quite compile: t -» b —» c —» a. At each of the 3 steps in this decay 
chain there is only about a 5% branching ratio to go to a few simple exclusive 
states. This leaves only 0.02 signal events - clearly the statistics are insufficient. 
Even vrttW much more integrated luminosity the task would be very difficult. 
Remember how much more difficult it was to isolate bottom meson decays than 
charm meson decays. As the mass increases, the number of available decay 
modes increases, bra hing ratios decrease and multiplicities increase causing 
combinatoric problems (in each event there ore many combinations of particles 
which could come from a top uecay). Taken all together, detection of exclwaive 
top decays looks hopeless. 
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5.2 J E T SIZE AND S H A P E ANALYSIS 

Perhaps one can find evidence for top by looking inclusively at all its hadronic 

decays. The large top mass should make top events look different than events 

with only light quarks or gluons. Typical pp" events that have a large transverse 

energy consist of two narrow baek-to-bacl jets of particles. Each jet results from 

the fragmentation of an initial high p? quark or gluon. Because of its large mass 

the jet resulting from a top quark should be broader. The main background to 

this comes f'om the brcmsstrahlung of hard gluons from light quark or gluon 

jets. This extra gluon can result In a third jet in the event or can be merged with 

the initial jet resulting in a single broad jet. Unfortunately the strong coupling 

constant, a,, is not small so this type of bremsstrahlung happens quite often. In 

events with two 20 GcV/c jets, 29% have a third jet over 5 GeV/c and 5% have 

cue over 8 GeV/c. So a fair fraction of the time jets can be broadened by 

gluon bremsstrahlung. 

To make matters worse, top jeta are not as massive aa one might hope. Shown 

in Fig. 24 is a result of a * ionte-Carlo ttudy of top decay. 1" 1 Top quarks of 

35 GeV mass and 50 GeV/c momentum were generated and fragmented. The 

invariant masses of all the deciy products entering a 45° cone centered on the jet 

axis were reconstructed. The figure shows that the resulting reconstructed mass 

has a wide distribution centered on 20 GeV rather than 35 GeV. The top is so 

massive that some of its decay products go backwards and are not used in the 

reconstructed jet mass. As the full top mass is not reconstructed, it ii harder \ 

distinguish from light quark and gluon jets then one wotld naively expect. 

A thoiough Monte-Carlo comparison of top and QCD jets and methods of 

discriminating between thera has been done by Ballocchi and Odorko'" ' They 

compared angular widths, masses, particle multiplicities, shapes and their corre

lations. They concluded that top jets cannot be unambiguously identiEed by their 

jet characteristics because the Suctuatians in jet fragmentation are larger than 

the differences between top and gluon jets. Perhaps this separation technique 
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can be used to supplement another identification scheme. 

5.3 SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS 

So far we have investigated several heavy flavor detection methods which 
worked quite well for c and b but will not work for top. We now go on to the 
most promising method for top detection at the pp collider: observation of its 
scmileptonic decays. 

The basic problem is illustrated in Fig. 25 which shows the transverse mo
mentum spectrum, ptT, of electrons from various sources. The solid curves 
show the electron signal from top whose source to W —• (5. Curves are shown for 
top masses of 25 and 40 GcV. The dashed curves give the electron spectra from 
strong top production and the dot-dashed curves show background spectra from 
66 and cc production. Finally, the highest curve shows the differential jet Ci sa 
section. Since there are as many electrons from b decays as from t decays, it is 
clear we will need a way to distinguish the two. Also, very good rejection against 
jets faking electrons in the detector will be needed because tiiere are vfi uore 
jets than electrons. One also notes that the spectra fall rapidly with pr so it ip 
important for experiments to utilize electrons of as low a pr as possible. Requir
ing px > 8 GeV/c loses half the electrons; requiring pj- > 15 GeV/c loses 80% 
of them. With an integrated luminosity of 100 n b - 1 there will only be 2 events 
with per > 15 GeV/c coming from W decays. Since the number of signal events 
expected is so low, a very good signal-to-noise is needed to obtain a significant 
signal. This last requirement keeps experiments from using low pr electrons as 
background rejection is much worse at low pp. 

To see how top decay? can be separated from the backgrounds, we will now 
investigate the kinematics of the d?cay. Shown in Fig. 26 is a sketch of an event 
where W -* lb and the f semileptonicaliy.'"1 Note that the 6 quark from the 
W decay is relatively light and has a high momentum so it makes a narrow, 
well colli mated jet. The t decays to an electron, neutrino and a & quark. Since 
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the I h so h w y these arc well separated and the electron will normally not be 
back-to-back with the 6 jet. So the top signature would include a hard narrow 
jet with a softer jet, a well separated election (or lawn) and some missing pr 
(the neutrino). 

The kinematics illustrated in Fig. 27 demonstrate the basts for cuts that can 
be used to separate a W ~* (5 signal rrom bS background. Shown in the center 
column are three ways that a heavy quark (b or i) could semitcptonical'.y decay. 
They are displayed in the rest frame of the heavy quark. The left column shows 
the same events boosted to the lab frame as they would be for a M — 35 GeV top 
quark coming from a W decay. The right column shows a sinvlar b decay iu the 
lab frame. Note that in the 6 decay the opening angle between the electron and 
the charm jet is always small (< 16°) while La the top decay this angle is larger. 
In 6 decay the electron is usually accompanied by particles from the nearby jet 
while in t decays it is often isolated. This forms the basis for a very important 
cut. Note in the bottom right of the figure that in b decay it is possible for the 
charm jet to be so soft (4 GeV/c) that a detector may miss it. Events l'';e this 
that are accompanied by an extra jet from QCD bremsstrahlung form a, source 
of background for top. 

Now that we have some ideas of the cuts necessary to isolate a top signal, how 
do we get a mass peak or prove we have a signal in some way? One possibility 
Is to histogram the momentum of the highest energy ;et in the selected events. 
The pr of 6 jets where W -»to arc expected to have a Jacobian distribution as 
< iustrated in Fig. 28."*' With sufficient statistics the position of the peak could 
be used to uetermine the top mass. The peak will, of course, be smearcc? out by 
the hadrome energy resolution of the detector which is typically 3 GeV/c2. 

It » also possible to get an estimate of the top mass directly from its decay 
products. Lack of knowledge about the neutrino momentum makes this difficult. 
The lepton momentum spectrum does not give much infonnation about the top 
mass; it depends as much on pp of the t as on the top mass. Experiments can get 
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an estimate of the pr of the neutrino by assuming it balances the total measured 
pr of the event. The longitudinal momentum, PL (momentum parallel to the 
beam line), of th« neutrino cannot be determined because fragments of the initial 
protons with unknown pz, escape down the beam pipe. Since PL is unknown we 
ignore it and define the transverse mass of the electron and neutrino: 

Mfav) s (|ft,| + {P^ft* - ( A , -r-'W)'-

If the b jet (from ( ~* evb) is seen, one can get a more precise man estimate 
by find. nJdiiig its 4-momentum to that of the electron and then forming the 
transverse mass of that with the neutrino. This transverse mass has the symbol: 
Mr(be,u). Note that these transverse mass calculations work whether the t is 
produced via W -* ib or by QCD production of tL 

Shown in Fig. 29 are Monte Carlo calculations of these transverse mass 
distributions. The cluster transverse mass has a nice peak which is well 
separated from the 65 background, The cuts used in selecting events for these 
plots will be explained later. For die moment it is only important to note that 
we can measure a quantity closely related to the heavy quark mass and it can be 
used to confirm the presence of a signal as well as measure the mass. 

Having found a way to measure the mass, we will now investigate how to 
separate the signal from the background. This will be based on the previously 
explained decay Haematics, First one nvjst require a relatively large pr of the 
electron. This helps keep hadr-.-ns from faking electrons in the detector. Unfor-
tundlcly a high j>t- cut considerably reduces the acceptance for top. Cuts will 
typically vary between 8 and 20 Gev'/c The optimum cut depends on the de
tector's hadron rejection capabilities. Most of the plots shown here use a cut of 
15 GeV/c. 

As l.oted earlier, because of the large top mass the electron tends to be well 
separated from the other top decay products. Shown in Fig. 30 is a Monte-Carlo 
calculation of this effect.1"' It shows the amount of energy contained within a 
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±30° azimuthal angle of the electron. There is much less energy near the lepton 
from top decay than from & or c decay. So a cut on this, often railed an isolation 
cut, wilt improve the eignal-to-noise in a, top analysis. 

Semileptonic decays have not only an electron in the final state but also a 
neutrino. In identifying IV decays the requirement of evidence of a neutrino was a 
powerful tool in reducing t v e background.1"1 Perhaps a similar technique could 
help identify top. The collider experiments cannot directly detect neutrinos; they 
measure the total transverse momentum and assume a neutrino balances it. This 
measurement which is made with hadronic calorimeters has an error of about 5 
GeV/e. This error is small compared to the momentum of a neutrino from W 
decay but not negligible compared to the momentum of a neutrino from top 
decay. Top decay is further complicated by the fact that its decay products (a 
6 quark and then e quark) can decay scmileptoiiieally emitting more neutrinos. 
All of these problems taken together; the low neutrrau momentum, the large 
measurement error, and multiple neutrino emission make missing pr cuts nearly 
useless in top analyses.1"1 

It should be emphasized that the plots shown are all the results of Monte 
Carlo calculations and depend on the assumptions used by tl:e authors. Many 
early calculations were "ver simplified, e.g. multiple neutrino emission or gluon 
bremsstrahlung or detector resolution were neglectfed, and resulted in unrealistic 
answers. Figures 31 and 32 show the results of two calculations done by the same 
people first without and then with gluon bremsstrahlung.'1'1 Plotted axe the py 
distributions of leptons from f and b decay. In the first plot it looks like requiring 
pT > 8 GeV/c would eliminate all background from 6 decays. In trie second more 
refined calculation there are higher momentum leptons from the b decay resulting 
in a residual background. The full leptonic momentum spectrum did not actually 
get harder. Both plots were made with c cut requiring the presence of at least 
two 8 GeV/c jets. The addition of gluon bremsstrahlung created extra jets and 
allowed more background events to pass this cut. The moral of the story is thsit 
these theoretically based Monte Carlo calculations can be used a* guideline, in 
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an experimental analysis but internal experimental checks axe needed tc be sure 
of a signal. 

Keeping this in mind we return to the transverse mass distribution in Fig. 20. 
It was made requiring a lcpton with pr > 8 GeV/c, at least two jets with Pr > 8 
GeV/c and an isolation cut requiring there to be less than 3 GeV/c in a 30 s cone 
around the lepton. It looks like a top signal should he easily distinguishable fropl 
the bl background. Of course, the expected statistics of less than two events and 
the possibilities of other types of backgrounds keep the experimental analysis 
from being totally trivial. 

So far we have mainly considered background caused by leptons from semilep-
tonic 6 decays. There are other possible backgrounds. Electrons can come from 
photon conventions in the beampipe or from Dalitz decays of x0's; these elections 
tend to be inside jets and are thus removed by the isolation cut, Muons can come 
from r. and K decays. An electron Bi&nal can be mimicked in a detector by the 
overlap of a TT+ and a x°. Electrons with a few GcV/c of nearby J<*'S may pass 
the isolation cut in reality while they failed it in the Monte Carlo. With all of 
these possible background sources, many of which art detector dependent, it is 
clear that one must estimate the background from the data. 

Another potential background source comes from normal QCD production of 
light quark or gluon jets. A comparison of haw a bb event and a gluon event can 
simulate a top event is given in Fig. 33, Remember that the signature we an 
using for top is :v/.i jets and an isolated electron. A bi event can produce this 
by having the b brcmsstrahlung a gluon at large anglo and then semileptonicalty 
decay, if the ch.ar.ntxl jet from that decay is soft and thus unobserved, a top 
•ivent is mimicked. A gg event can mimic top if one of the gluons bremsstrahlungs 
another and one of the ghon jets simulates an isolated electron in the detector. 
You can see that these two processes are quite similar. The only difference is 
that the 66 events already have an electron from » semjteptoak decay white 
the detector rau*t identify a gluon jet as an electron for a gg event to simulate 
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top. TMa swrideutiScalion is improbable but remember the very forge number 
of produced two-jet events shown In Fig. 2$. 

The backgrounds can be wry treacherous. Not only are there many different 
sources, but background events will fcard to peak: at a fairly high mass. Law 
mass cv«nts am removed by the kinematic cuts requiring sunhmnn pr's far the 
electron and Jeta, There are vary few high mass events became production cross 
sections fall off exponentially with pp. The result Is a. broad peak in the back
ground at Intermediate mass. The combination of expecting a broad peak for the 
signal, having tha background peak and having very limited statistics, makes it 
extremely Important to have r, res little background estimate. 

A good way to obtain this background estimate is to use 'he data, itself. The 
top analysis we have been duacribing consists of two parte: the identification of 
an isolated lepton and requirements on the topology of the events (e.g., two jets 
with pr > 8 GeV/c), By assuming the background rejection powers of these tw> 
parts are Independent, we can estimate the amount of remaining background in 
the following way. Using two jet event* we can measure how often jets (including 
gluon, light and heavy quark jets) are rnlsidentifted as electrons. This is done 
by assuming that events with a jet opposite aa Identified electron actually had 
two jets where one was misidentifled. This misldcntification probability may be a 
function of the pr of the Jet. We then take Jet events (with no lepton cuts) which 
satisfy the topology cuts and, treating one of the jets as at lepton, histogram the 
physics distribution In which wa are Interested (e.g., mr(«w)). Each entry in 
tho histogram is weighted by the probability that the Jet in that event could be 
mlsldentlfied u an electron. The resulting histogram is the background estimate. 
This backgiound calculation should be chucked by seeing if it agrees in shape and 
magnitude with events one knows are background. IT the signal distribution is 
so clean that there are not enough background events with which to compare, 
one can loosen the lepton cuts to generate enough background events to allow 
comparison 



Perhaps an example win clarify the method of calculating the background. 
Shorn in Fig, M a K ] ^ distributions from the UA2 W analysis/"' Tbs 
histogram stow the ̂ distribution of events wtt The 
curves are background estimate!). The three ptota represent dlnerent topotogiee: 
an electron with no jet* an etesttoa with a jet oppoaUe It, and an electron wUh 
a jet which is not opposite it. It was assumed that all the events In the second 
plot woe background, that is, the identified electron w u really a jet which faked 
an electron in the detector (via Dalits decay 0* w+ir* overlap, etc,}. With that 
assumption and a histogram of the pr distribution of jets in two jet events It 
was calculated that there was a 1 In 90,000 chance that a Jet was Identified ai fen 
electron by UA2. (A technical detail: UA2 did not actually use all Jet event* in 
this analysis; they were not All on tape; only jeti which pawed some tooee electron 
cuts were used.) This miridentifieatlon probability turned out to be Independent 
of PT for PT > 15 GeV/c. Having used Fig, 34b to determine the normeUa*.tlon, 
the background curve for Fig. 34a was obtained by histogramming the pr of the 
jet in events with a single jet and dividing by 60,000. Similarly for Fig. 34c the 
PT 's of jets in events with two jets that were not back-to-buk were histogrammed 
and divided by 50,000 to get the background curve. The high pj> electrons came 
from W ~* ev. At lower pr the background dominates and the data agree well In 
both magnitude and shape with the background estimate, So this ilmple method 
with very few assumptions gives quite accurate background estimates in the W 
analysis, The same method should alio work In n top search. 

In summary, & few semileptonlc top decays might be expected at the pj col
lider. The high quark mass can be used to separate the signal from background, 
but since the statistics are low and the background sources numerous, one must 
make very careful background estimates* 
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6. T o p Searches in e + e Coll is ions 

So far we have studied top detection techniques for the pp collider. We have 

seen that it may be possible but difficult to observe it there. Certainly it is 

impossible tD rnoasur? many of its properties. At best one can measure its mass 

and cross section times branching ratios for one or two decay modes. We will 

now investigate how top can be observed at e '"e - colliders where historically the 

wealth of inwrma'.ion on heavy flavors has been obtained. 

There are two e + e ~ machines being built which may be able to produce top: 

the SLG at SLAC and LEP at CERN. We are ignoring Japan's Tristan to keep 

things simpk. The SLC is scheduled to produce beams for physics purposes early 

in 1987 while LEP should turn on in early 1989. SLC's design luminosity varies 

only slowly with energy and is t w 6 X 10 3 0 em~2 sec~l. LEP's design peak 

luminosity is t « 2 X 10 3 1 c m - 2 see'1 at Eem = 70 GeV/c ! and t ss 4 x ID 3 1 

at Ecm = Mza- As LEP must be periodically refilled, its peak luminosity must 

be derated by a factor of about 3 to get an average luminosity. Then since 

no e+e~ machine has ever obtained its design luminosity in the first year, we 

will derate the luminosities of both machines by another factor of 6 to give an 

even £, = 10 3 0 em~* .see""1 for both machines. This luminosity will be used in 

calculating event rate; . If you are more optimistic or pessimistic than we arc, 

you may scale the event rates given here accordingly. 

6.1 P R O D U C T I O N CIIOSS SECTIONS 

Heavy quark production crass sections are known much more accurately for 

e + e ~ interactions than for pp. For this example wc will assume a top quark mars 

of 35 GeV/c ! . The fi^fiT production cross section is 

_ 4TTQ2 86.8 nb 

" m _ 1 7 " ~ 7(GMi) 

where a is the square of the ccnter-of-tnass energy. This gives o w = 0.018 nb 

at ^/a = 70 GeV. The total hadron production cross section is about four times 
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this giving 6 hadronic. events per day at £ — 10 3 0. If i/a is well above open top 
threshold, the cross section for o\,er top production will be 4/3 a^. This would 
result in two open top events per day. 

The production cross section for toponium is also well known. If an energy 
scan is done {like for the ip and T) to measure the total hadronic cross section, 
the area of the toponium peak would be % r e e flw = 0.014 nb GcV. As the 

T7V„ 

width of toponium is expected to be much less than the accelerator's energy 
resolution, the width and therefore the height or the peak depends on the energy 
spread of the accelerator. At LEP and SLC the designed energy resolutions are 
0.1% and 0.5% , respectively. At energies below the Z" the resolution of the SLC 
can be improved by tuning the linear accelerator properly. With a resolution of 
0.1% and t = 1 0 w 6ve toponium events per day are expected at the peak of 
a 70 GeV/c2 toponium. This should be compared to six continuum events. It 
would take two days to get a three standard deviation signal. If a scan is done 
with a step size of the machines energy resolution, 0.1 GeV, it will take 20 days 
to ECan each GcV. Unless there is <v very good estimate of the toponiura mass, it 
will talte a long time to find it this way. There jflust be a better way. 

The method used at PETRA to sec if they were above open top threshold 
will also work at SLC and LEP. Shown tn Fig. 35 is the distribution of aplansxity 
expected for light quarks and for a 30 GeV/c1 top quark. Since the t quark 
is heavy its decay products go out at large angle? and do not lie in a plane. 
This results in larger aplanarities than those from light quark decays. So the 
aplajiarity distribution gives a good means to tell if one is above top threshold. 
It is possible to use this method to find the threshold for open top. If you run 
at an energy above top threshold for about five days then ten top events will be 
produced. It is then fairly certain that you would see one with a large aplanaxity. 
If you do not, you are below top threshold and you try again at a higher energy. 
If you do, you arc above top threshold and you run at lower energy to « r o in on 
the threshold. In this way a binary search can be done to locate the threshold 
within 1 GeV/c in six 5-day runs. The runs near threshold will actually require 
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higher statistics because the top production crass section is smaller there. 

There may be a still easier way to and top at an c+e" collider. If the top 
quark mass is less than 45 GeV/c*, top mesons will be produced copiously in Z" 
decays. Shown in Fig. 36 is how t quark production depends on the t mass.1"1 

The normalization is that a light t quark will be produced in 14% of Z" decays. 
Now with Z «• 103 & one expects 6000 Z" events/day. For mt ~ 35 GeV/cs 250 
tops would be produced each day. At last we have a reasonable production rate. 

How can these top events {identified by their large aplanarity) be used to 
measure the top quark mass? We can try calculating the jet mass, the invariant 
mass of all particles in the top jet. Shown in Fig. 37 is a Monte Carlo calculation 
of this for two different top masses.'"' The distributions are not very different 
which indicates that this method cannot be used to measure the top mass. The 
problem here in the same as it was in pp production of top. The quark is so heavy 
that some of Us decay products go backwards and are not included in the jet. 
Thus, the calculated mass is inaccurate. 

A method which will work better uses the leptons from semileptonic top 
decays. Their momenta transverse to the jet axis give & crude measure of the 
top mass. Shown, in Fig. 38 ia a Monte Carlo of this spectrum for two different 
top masses,'" The endpoint of the spectrum clearly depends on the mass. It 
takes high statistics to do this measurement, but remember that 250 t's per day 
could be produced at the Z" and experimented will be running on the Z" for 
many other reasons. So this method of obtaining the top mass does not require 
any special runs. 
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7. Complex Scenarios 

So J»T w have concentrated on searches for a fairly specific heavy quark, 
namely with charge +2/3 and mass between 22 and 4fi GeV/c3. We now consider 
scenarios with a charge 1/3 quark or a heavier t quark. 

What if there is a new charge l/3 quark, I/, with mass less than top? In 
many respects it will appear just like a top quark (charge = 2/3). Itg production 
rates in hadronic interaction, decays and detection methods would be about the 
same as for top. Its e+e~ production cross section would be down a factor of 
four because it is proportional to the charge squared. It probably would not 
be produced in W decay because its charge 2/?> partner would be too massive. 
When a heavy quark IB discovered this may allow one to distinguish between the 
two charges. 

It is possible that both top and a new charge 1/3 quark are accessible with 
prtffient accelerators. This complex case would be quite difficult to untangle. 
Shown in Fig. 30 in a calculation of the transverse cluster mass distribution for 
the case of two new quarks with 30 and 40 GeV/e* masses.1"1 Recalling that 
only a few events axe expected with present day integrated luminosities, it will 
be a long 'ime before sufficient statistics arc available to unravel a complex ease 
like this. 

If top is much heavier than we have been considering, its detection becomes 
very difficult. With a mass greater than 45 GeV/c3 it wculd not be produced 
in Z" decays. This makes its detection at the new generation of e+e~ machines 
unlikely. Shown in Fig. 40 are the calculated production cross sections for heavy 
quarks at the two pp collider energies.1"1 With integrated luminosities an order 
of magnitude higher than we have now, it may be possible to detect quarks with 
masses up to 100 GeV/ca. 
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8. Summary 

By comparing bow b and c were observed we saw that the heavier quark 
was mow difficult to detect. For various reasons the signal was smaller and the 
signal-to-iiofse worse. This trend is expected to continue when searching for the 
stiO heavier top quark. La feet many detection techniques which worked well for 
bottom, and charm are not viable for top. 

For masses less than abvut GO GeV/c* top should be visible at the CEftN 
SfpS. For larger masses the higher energy of the FermUab Tevatron will be 
necessary. At both marhnms seantepbmia decays are the moat promising tag. 
There are background rejection techniques which should result In a fairly clean 
signal. As there are many possible background sources it Is important to carefully 
estimate tlie residual background from the data Itself. 

At e + e~ machines top will be copiously produced In Z" decays if Aft < Ar&>/2. 
In this cass it is possible to estimate its mass and study Its decay modes. 
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Fig. 1. Invariant mass spectrm.i 'jf e'f e pairs seen in p + Bt — c+c'X. The J 
is discovered. 
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Fig. 2. Total cross Bectton for c*~e~ -* hadrons. The ^ is discovered. 
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Fig. 3. Energy scan of total cross section for e +t~ -*• hadrons. The 0' is 
discovered. 
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probability. 
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Fig. 17. Lowest order diagrams for strong production of heavy quarks. 
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Fig. 23. Diagram for semifeptonic decay of top. 
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